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Abstract
We perform a canonical and BRST analysis of a seven-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on
a manifold with boundary. The main result is that the 7D theory induces for consistency
a chiral two-form on the 6D boundary. We also comment on similar behaviour in a five-
dimensional Chern-Simons theory relevant for N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in
four dimensions.
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1 Introduction
During the past few years higher dimensional conformal field theories (CFT’s) with chiral
gauge fields or, equivalently, (anti) self-dual field strength’s, have received considerable at-
tention [1, 2]. The motivation comes primarily from string theory, but they are undoubtedly
interesting enough to study irrespective of their stringy origin. The present work is mainly
relevant for theories with N chiral two-forms in six spacetime dimensions, subject to an
ADE classification. A single two-form describes a free theory while N > 1 corresponds to
interactions classified by AN , DN or, when applicable, EN . In the string theory setting
these theories are probably not to be viewed as genuine field theories since they contain
also string-like sources. Still, some aspects are likely to be captured by the field-sector.
Furthermore a new class of genuine field theories were presented in [3], so there certainly
do exist conformally invariant quantum field theories of chiral two-forms in six dimensions.
Witten [4] showed how to interpret the partition function of a chiral two-form in terms of a
holomorphically factorized partition function for a non-chiral two-form. This is very much
in line with how the partition function for a chiral boson in two dimensions, which appears
for instance in the heterotic string, is interpreted. Holomorphic factorization of more general
correlation functions of 2k-form gauge theories in 4k + 2 dimensions was discussed in [5]. A
main ingredient in the similarities is that in 4k + 2 dimensions the Hodge ∗ squares to 1 on
a Euclidean manifold 2 X , i.e. ∗∗ = −1, and therefore the Hodge star operator defines a
complex structure on the space of (2k + 1)-forms in 4k + 2 dimensions.
In [6] it was shown that the Hilbert space of a single chiral two-form is isomorphic to
the Hilbert space of a certain simple topological field theory (TFT) on a class of compact
seven-manifolds without boundary. The action describing this TFT is
S7 = Λ
∫
M7
C ∧ dC (1)
where C is a three-form gauge field. Despite not being related to Chern-Simons forms we
will refer to the corresponding theory as a Chern-Simons theory due to the obvious similarity
with three- dimensional Abelian Chern-Simons theory. The information ofN is encoded in Λ,
which for the AN theory takes the form
−N
4pi . The action (1) first appeared in the literature
in [7] where the partition function on a compact manifold was shown to yield the Ray-
Singer torsion. Canonical quantization of (1) was further discussed in [8] with applications
to the AdS/CFT correspondence. The relation addressed here is very similar to the relation
between three-dimensional TFT and two- dimensional chiral CFT. In short this relation tells
us that the Hilbert space of a TFT is the ( finite dimensional) space of conformal blocks of
some rational CFT. Exactly which CFT and which conformal blocks depends on the specific
three-manifold and some additional data. The conformal blocks are basic building blocks of
correlation functions, for instance the zero-point blocks on the torus are simply the Virasoro
characters which are used in constructing the partition function. It would be very interesting
to see precisely how far the analogies to 3D TFT and 2D CFT can be drawn, but we also
believe there are intrinsic reasons to pursue the relation between 6D chiral CFT and 7D
TFT. On the CFT side, although the free theory is well understood very little is known
about the interacting theory. On the TFT side it would be very interesting from a purely
mathematical point of view to have a new handle on higher-dimensional topology.
The 3D analogue of the problem addressed in this paper, 7D TFT on a manifold with
boundary, was first analysed in [9]. It was shown that the boundary turns gauge modes
2Note that on a Lorentzian manifold of the same dimension ∗∗ = +1, and it is therefore meaningful to
talk about self dual (2k + 1)-forms.
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physical with the dynamics of a chiral WZNW model. The state space then becomes infinite
dimensional, described as a representation of the chiral algebra, and not merely the space
of conformal blocks. This analysis was extended and put more concretely in [10, 11], while
in [12] it was shown using a classical BRST analysis that the relation is a consequence of
gauge invariance. Our main result is the 7D analogue of these results, we show that the
theory induces for consistency a chiral two-form on the 6D boundary. We also show similar
behavior in a 5D Chern-Simons theory, although the analysis is not pursued as far.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we perform a canonical analysis of the
Chern-Simons theory which yields the main result, the classical relation between 7D TFT
on a manifold with boundary and a chiral two-form in 6D. The rationale is to use gauge
invariance as a guiding principle. Starting with the TFT as formulated without boundary
we restore the gauge invariance broken by the boundary through the introduction of new
degrees of freedom living on the boundary. From the extended gauge invariant theory we can
gauge fix in different ways proving the precise relation between the 7D TFT and a 6D chiral
two-form. This method has previously been applied with great success on the non-Abelian
Chern-Simons theory in three dimensions [12]. There are topological subtleties involved in the
definition of the TFT, in particular when discussing quantization. We will, however, assume
a setting which is simple enough to carry out a naive canonical analysis. Section 3 is devoted
to a five-dimensional TFT conjectured to play a similar role for N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions (which is conformally invariant). Finally in section 4
we end with a discussion of the results and some speculations on how to proceed based on
analogies with 3D TFT and 2D CFT.
2 Canonical analysis
We work on a smooth Lorentzian 7-manifold M7 ∼= R× Σ where ∂Σ 6= ∅. Let
α, β, . . . ∈ {0, . . . , 5,⊥}
denote tangent indices on M7,
i, j, . . . ∈ {1, . . . , 5,⊥}
on Σ and
a, b, . . . ∈ {1, . . . , 5}
on ∂Σ. To avoid having to write too many metric determinants, the completely antisymmet-
ric symbols in various dimensions with indices upstairs are unconventionally taken to have
components 0,±1. We have
ε
(d)
i1...id
= g(d)εi1...1d(d)
where g(d) is the determinant of the d-dimensional metric. We furthermore define
εijklmn(6) = ε
0ijklmn
(7)
and
εabcde(5) = ε
abcde⊥
(6) .
Henceforth the dimensionality will not be written out explicitly, it is hopefully obvious from
the context. We make frequent use of the symbol
δi1...inj1...jn ≡ δi1[j1δ
i2
j2
. . . δin
jn]
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with unweighted anti-symmetrisation, and the relation
εi1...imim+1...idε
j1...jmim+1...id = (d−m)!gδj1...jmi1...im .
Consider a three-form gauge field C = Cα1α2α3dx
α1 ∧ dxα2 ∧ dxα3 with ”dynamics”
described by the action
S7 = Λ
∫
M7
C ∧ dC
= 6Λ
∫
M7
d7xεi1i2...i6C0i1i2∂i3Ci4i5i6 − Λ
∫
M7
d7xεi1i2...i6Ci1i2i3C˙
(3)
i3i4i5
+ 3Λ
∫
M7
d7x∂i4
(
εi1i2...i6Ci1i2i3C0i5i6
)
We will neglect the total derivative term in the forthcoming canonical analysis. This is partly
motivated by the wish for full generality, but since inclusion of this term makes a significant
difference we will comment further on this at the end of this section.
We have the following canonical momenta
piijk = ΛεijklmnClmn (2)
pi0ij = 0 (3)
which are both primary constraints. The canonical equal time Poisson brackets read
{Cα1α2α3(x), piβ1β2β3(y)} = δβ1β2β3α1α2α3δ6(x − y)
and the Dirac bracket corresponding to solving (2) becomes
{Cijk(x), Clmn(y)}∗ = − 1
2 · 3!Λg εijklmnδ
6(x− y). (4)
Henceforth we restrict to the reduced phase space and correspondingly drop the ∗ on the
Dirac bracket. The canonical Hamiltonian derived from the action above is
H0 = −6Λ
∫
Σ
d6xεijklmnC0ij∂kClmn
which gives the equation of motion
p˙i0ij = 2 · 3!Λεijklmn∂kClmn.
This yields the secondary constraint
Gijkl = 0 (5)
where
Gijkl ≡ 1
3!
∂[iCjkl] = ∂iCjkl + ∂jCilk + ∂kCijl + ∂lCikj
is the field strength corresponding to the potential Cijk .
We would now like to examine the constraint algebra. Define for this purpose the inte-
grated generators
G[λ] =
∫
Σ
λ ∧ dC =
∫
Σ
d6xεijklmnλij∂kClmn =
1
4
∫
Σ
d6xεijklmnλijGklmn
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where the ”test two-form” λ lie in some class of two-forms which do not vanish at ∂Σ. Using
(4) we obtain the following Poisson bracket
{G[λ1], G[λ2]} = 1
42
∫
Σ
d6xd6yεijklmnεpqrstuλ1ij(x)λ
2
pq(y){Gklmn(x), Grstu(y)}
= − 3
Λ
∫
∂Σ
εabcdeλ1ab∂cλ
2
de. (6)
We see that the secondary constraints are not in general first class, although they are not
fully second class either. For instance the constraints Gabcd = 0 are all first class since the
corresponding two-forms have the structure λa⊥. Also if either λ
1 or λ2 is closed, the RHS
of (6) vanishes. We can write the constraint algebra in local form as
{Gijkl(x), Gmnpq(y)} = − 1
24gΛ
εijkl[mnδ
⊥
p ∂
(y)
q] δ
6(x− y)δ(x ∈ ∂Σ) (7)
where we have included a ”boundary delta function” δ(x ∈ ∂Σ). This object was introduced
in [12] and is simply defined by
∫
Σ
f(x)δ(x ∈ ∂Σ) =
∫
∂Σ
f(x)|x∈∂Σ.
It is convenient to separate out the first class constraints Gabcd
{Gabcd(x), Gefgh(y)} = 0 (8)
{Gabcd(x), Gefg⊥(y)} = 0 (9)
{Gabc⊥(x), Gdef⊥(y)} = − 1
24gΛ
(
εabc[de∂
(x)
f ] δ
6(x− y)
)
δ(x ∈ ∂Σ). (10)
Introducing a three-form Habc on ∂M7 with the following equal time Poisson relations
{Habc(x), Hdef (y)} = 1
24gΛ
εabc[de∂
(x)
f ] δ
5(x− y) (11)
it is possible to write first-class functions
ϕabc = Gabc⊥ +Habcδ(x ∈ ∂Σ).
We now consider an ”improved” gauge invariant theory specified in terms of Cijk and Habc,
and with the following constraints
pi0ij = 0 (12)
Gabcd = 0 (13)
ϕabc = 0. (14)
Note that this differs from the original theory only on the boundary, but it still remains to
show exactly how they are related. As a first step in determining this relation we note that,
as was already mentioned, we have introduced too many extra degrees of freedom. This can
also be seen if we try to pick the gauge Habc = 0. Since
{ϕ[λ], Habc(x)} ∼ (dλ)abc
where
ϕ[λ] =
∫
Σ
d5xεabcdeλabϕcde
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choosing a closed two-form gauge parameter λ (i.e. dλ = 0) leaves Habc = 0 invariant. We
have therefore introduced more degrees of freedom than necessary to obtain gauge invariance.
It is relatively simple to write down a BRST charge for the extended theory since there
are now only first class constraints, the only slight difficulty is the fact that the constraints
are reducible. A conventional three-form gauge potential C is associated with two-stage re-
ducibility. If C transforms as C → C+dΛ(2) then the first reducibility identity is (pictorially)
Λ(2) ∼ Λ(2) + dΛ(1) for an arbitrary one-form Λ(1), and the second is Λ(1) ∼ Λ(1) + dΛ(0).
In our case there is only one reducibility condition due to the boundary degrees of freedom,
and in terms of the canonical constraints it reads
εabcde∂aGbcde = 0.
With this data the simplest form of the BRST charge is
Ω =
∫
Σ
d6x
(
ηabcdGabcd + η
abcGabc⊥ + pi
0ij b¯ij + η˜ε
abcde∂aPbcde
)
+
∫
∂Σ
d5xηabcHabc
where (ηabcd, Pabcd), ( η
abc, Pabc) and (b¯ij , c¯
ij) are conjugate fermionic ghost pairs such that
and
gh η = gh b¯ = −ghP = −gh c¯ = 1
while (η˜, P˜ ) are bosonic conjugate ghosts-for-ghosts such that
gh η˜ = −gh P˜ = 2.
We will now pick a gauge fixing fermion to determine the dynamics of Habc, choose
χ =
1
4
∫
Σ
(
εijklmnPijklC0mn + C˙0ij c¯
ij +
√
g
−1
εabcdeCabcc¯de
)
+
1
4
∫
∂Σ
√
g
−1
c¯ab
(
Hcdeε
abcde − αpi0ab)
which implies the following BRST invariant Hamiltonian
H = {Ω, χ}
= 3!
∫
Σ
εabcdijGabcdC0ij +
3
2
∫
Σ
εabcdeϕabcC0de +
1
2
∫
Σ
εijklmnPijkl b¯mn
+
1
2
∫
Σ
pi0ijC˙0ij +
1
2
∫
∂Σ
√
g
−1
pi0ab
(
εabcdeHcde − αpi0ab
)
. (15)
The equations of motion for C0ab read
εabcdeHcdeδ(x ∈ ∂Σ) = 2αpi0abδ(x ∈ ∂Σ)
and inserting this into the BRST invariant Hamiltonian yields
H = H∂ +Hbulk
H∂ =
3
2α
∫
∂Σ
√
gHabcH
abc. (16)
Assuming that the bulk topology is simple enough we can eliminate all bulk degrees of
freedom, and all we have left is the boundary part H∂ . Consider for a moment a three-form
X = dB on ∂M7. Starting from the free action∫
∂M7
X ∧ ∗X
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for B, the Hamiltonian takes the familiar Maxwellian form of a sum over electric and magnetic
field strengths
HX =
∫
∂Σ
d5x
√
g
(
B˙abB˙
ab +XabcX
abc
)
.
If X = ∗X the electric components B˙ab are completely determined in terms of the magnetic
Xabc, so all degrees of freedom are contained in the latter components. Restricting the
Hamiltonian to a self-dual X then gives
Hchiral ∼
∫
∂Σ
d5x
√
gXabcX
abc
which agrees with our Hamiltonian (16) for Habc. Decomposing a free three-form X =
X+ +X− one can derive the following commutation relations [13]
{X±abc(x), X∓def (y)} = 0
{X±abc(x), X±def (y)} = ±
1
4g
εdef [ab∂c]δ
5(x− y).
Observe that the latter relations are (up to an irrelevant numerical factor) identical to the
canonical Poisson relations (11). These facts are enough to draw the conclusion that the dy-
namics ofHabc is exactly that of a ( anti) chiral two-form gauge field in six dimensions. Recall
now that we introduced too many degrees of freedom with Habc, and that transformations
with closed two-form parameters are in a sense redundant. With our newfound interpreta-
tion of Habc in terms of a chiral two-form, this redundancy just reflects the reducibility of
gauge transformations of the two-form. In the canonical picture this is simply a consequence
of dH = 0, and the redundant degrees of freedom thus corresponds to the co-exact part of
Habc. The dynamics of H then kills these degrees of freedom.
Let us make a couple of final remarks on the canonical analysis. In the beginning we
dropped a boundary term from the constraints. In fact had we included that term, the
constraints would have been first-class. However, the constraints (5) would then have been
written
Gabc⊥ − ∂⊥Cabc = 0
Gabcd = 0
and the canonical analysis had been based on a theory different from the one defined by
dC = 0
in the bulk. Our rationale was instead to start out with the conventional TFT and then
trying to make sense of this on a manifold with boundary.
A matter which remains unclear concerns the status of the extended constraints ϕabc
(14). If we assume smooth field configurations these constraints tell us that Habc is set to
zero. We believe, however, that this is not the correct way to interpret the constraints. They
can be interpreted differently if we allow for configurations which have δ(x ∈ ∂Σ) support.
Unfortunately this interpretation puts the validity of the canonical analysis at risk, more
precisely it is the gauge fixing on the boundary which becomes more difficult to analyse. We
have a heuristic argument for this interpretation based on analogy with three-dimensional
Chern-Simons theory. The analysis performed in this section can equally well be carried out
in such a setting, resulting in a chiral boson on the boundary. In quantum Hall systems this
gives rise to so called edge currents, electric currents which have in fact been experimentally
observed. We therefore propose that Habc are to be thought of as genuine currents on ∂M7,
and that Gabc⊥ is allowed to have δ(x ∈ ∂Σ) support. Let us just stress once more that this
is presently a matter of interpretation and not a settled issue.
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3 Relation to four dimensions
Let us now comment on the relation of the seven dimensional theory to theories in lower
dimensions, in particular to a five-dimensional TFT described by
S5 = κ
∫
M5
B(NS) ∧ dB(RR) (17)
which is presumably related to N = 4 SYM in four dimensions in a similar manner [8]. The
fields B(NS) and B(RR) are two independent two-form gauge fields which, when the theory
occurs in type IIB supergravity, are the Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond- Ramond two-form
fields. Consider the seven-dimensional theory onM7 ∼=M5×T 2 and perform a dimensional
reduction on the torus. By the Ku¨nneth formula we have
H3(M7,R) ∼= H1(M5,R)⊕H3(M5,R)⊕H2(M5,R)⊕H2(M5,R)
and accordingly the action (1) decomposes into
S7 → 3Λ
∫
M5
C ∧ dA+ 3Λ
∫
M5
A ∧ dC
− 9Λ
∫
M5
B(RR) ∧ dB(NS) + 9Λ
∫
M5
B(NS) ∧ dB(RR) (18)
where A and C are one- and three-forms respectively. The equations of motion in the bulk
states that all fields are closed, and the action for the two-forms is just (17) up to a boundary
term. We will henceforth disregard the first two terms and discuss the two-form theory. It is
convenient to combine B(NS) and B(RR) in a complex two-form B = B(NS) + iB(RR) with
the action
S5 =
iκ
2
∫
M5
B ∧ dB∗. (19)
The canonical analysis of this action on M5 ∼= R× Y looks in principle the same as for the
seven-dimensional theory, and we get the following canonical brackets
{BAB(x), BCD(y)} = 0
{B∗AB(x), B∗CD(y)} = 0 (20)
{BAB(x), B∗CD(y)} = −
i
κg
εABCDδ
4(x− y)
where A,B, . . . = 1, 2, 3, 4. We also have the following constraints
pi0A = 0
WABC = 0 (21)
where WABC = ∂ABBC + ∂BBCA + ∂CBAB , and we have disregarded a boundary term as
in section 2. Evaluating the constraint algebra yields
{WABC(x),WDEF (y)} = 0
{W ∗ABC(x),W ∗DEF (y)} = 0 (22)
{WABC(x),W ∗DEF (y)} = −
i
2κg
εABC[Dδ
⊥
E∂
(y)
G] δ
4(x− y)δ(x ∈ ∂Y )
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where ⊥ is a coordinate normal to ∂Y . Denoting coordinates tangent and normal to ∂Y as
i, j, . . . = 1, 2, 3 and ⊥= 4 we can write
{Wijk(x),W ∗lmn(y)} = 0
{Wijk(x),W ∗lm⊥(y)} = 0 (23)
{Wij⊥(x),W ∗kl⊥(y)} = −
i
2κg
(
εij[k∂
(x)
l] δ
4(x− y)
)
δ(x ∈ ∂Y ).
To obtain first class constraints we introduce new complex degrees of freedom Fij on ∂Y with
the canonical Poisson relations
{Fij(x), F ∗kl(y)} =
i
2κg
εij[k∂
(x)
l] δ
3(x− y). (24)
Modify now the constraints according to
Wij⊥(x)→ Φij(x) =Wij⊥(x) + Fij(x)δ(x ∈ ∂Y )
which then become first class.
It is easy to show that such Fij determines a (anti) self-dual two-form on ∂M5. Since
we assume that ∂M5 is a four dimensional Lorentzian manifold we know that ∗∗ = −1, and
the space of complex two-forms on ∂M5 is the direct sum of a self-dual and an anti self-dual
part Λ
(2)C
∂M5
∼= Λ+ ⊕ Λ− such that
F± ∈ Λ± ⇒ ∗F± = ±iF±.
Consider an arbitrary real two-form F on ∂M5. It can be written
F =
1
2
(F − i ∗ F ) + 1
2
(F + i ∗ F ) = F+ + F−
where F± ∈ Λ± and (F±)∗ = F∓. As in six dimensions it is enough to consider the spatial
components of a self-dual form since they contain all independent degrees of freedom, i.e. it
is enough to consider the components F±ij . If F is derived from the Maxwell action the only
non-zero Poisson relation is
{Fij(x), F 0k(y)} = δk[j∂i]δ3(x− y)
from which we derive
{F±ij (x), F±kl (y)} = 0
{F±ij (x), F∓kl (y)} = ±
i
2
εkl[i∂j]δ
3(x− y) (25)
which with (F±)∗ = F∓ is the relation (24) up to an irrelevant numerical factor. We have
thus shown that the new degrees of freedom correspond to a complex self-dual two-form
field. We will not derive the BRST charge, suffice it to say that we believe that it is possible
in analogy with the six-dimensional case to show that the boundary two-form is closed and
therefore it can locally be written F = dA where A is a complex Abelian gauge field.
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4 Discussion
Let us first give a short summary of what we have done. By demanding gauge invariance we
showed that the seven-dimensional TFT (1) for consistency induces a chiral two-form on the
boundary, and similarly the five-dimensional TFT (17) induces a complex self-dual two-form,
likely to be the field strength of a complex Abelian gauge field. This parallels the development
in 3D TFT where it was shown [9, 10] that three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory on a
three-manifold with a spatial boundary induces a chiral CFT. In the three-dimensional case,
however, this is a result which was never pursued very far. The rigorous definition of a
3D TFT is instead built on the analysis of Chern-Simons theory on M3 ∼= R × Σ2 where
∂Σ2 = ∅. We believe that this is a limitation and that a solid understanding of TFT requires
also a rigorous definition of TFT on M3 such that ∂Σ2 6= ∅. One might suspect that this
would be something like topological field theory on manifolds with corners, and in fact there
are attempts to define such theories [14]. However, at the moment this is not sufficiently
developed to make practical use of, and the results of this paper therefore seems difficult to
apply directly. Instead we expect that proceeding with seven-dimensional TFT is easiest on
seven-manifolds without spatial boundary. With the purpose of identifying key steps, let us
briefly review some aspects of three-dimensional topological field theory.
Witten [9] has shown how the Hilbert space obtained in quantization of 3D Chern- Simons
theory is related to objects in 2D chiral CFT, and the same ideas were investigated more
concretely by Elitzur, Moore, Schwimmer and Seiberg [10, 11]. The basic idea is to consider
Chern-Simons theory, with gauge group G, on a three-manifold of topology R×Σ2 with the
first factor as time. For compact Σ2 without boundary the Hilbert space, HΣ2 , is in essence
a quantization of the moduli space of flat connections of a principal G-bundle P → Σ2. This
picture is modified somewhat by including Wilson line observables since we must then allow
for a finite set of marked points on Σ2 where in particular the curvature is singular. It is
known that for compact simply connected G this moduli space is finite dimensional, and
Witten argued convincingly that HΣ2 can be identified with the space of chiral blocks on Σ2
for a WZNW model based on G. Matters are in fact quite different when Σ2 has a boundary,
it was noted in [9] that the Hilbert space in this case is infinite dimensional. Part of the
Hilbert space can be described as the quantization of LG/G where LG is the loop group of
G, and it was argued that this generically carries a projective representation of LG, i.e. a
representation of the affine algebra gˆ where g = Lie(G). On a side note we remark that the
fact that the physical degrees of freedom are parametrised by LG/G, and not by the full
LG, is a close three-dimensional non-Abelian analogue of the redundant degrees of freedom
present in the boundary fields encountered in section 2. In the Abelian case this implies that
the chiral boson on the boundary does not contain zero-modes, i.e. that it can be written
∂φ for some two-dimensional scalar field φ.
A naive extrapolation to seven dimensions would imply that we should consider M7 ∼=
R × Σ where ∂Σ = ∅. Furthermore we should allow for ”marked surfaces” on Σ. These are
the analogues of marked points on Σ2 since the closest 6D analogue of chiral vertex operators
are Wilson surfaces of chiral two-forms. Also in close analogy with 3D Chern-Simons theory
the marked surfaces should be thought of as intersections of Wilson three- surfaces in M7
with Σ. To each such extended six-manifold should be assigned a vector space 3, the space of
conformal blocks on Σ. From this (admittedly very naive) picture it seems that the natural
setting to formulate the relation between 7D TFT and 6D chiral CFT is not in terms of local
field theory, but rather on 2- loop spaces. Very little is known concerning how to do this,
although loop equations for the 6D theories addressed here have been written down [15]. For
3although the more abstract formulation rather suggests other algebraic structures
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the 5D TFT it might not be completely unfeasible, however, since plenty of work has been
done on the loop formulation of Yang-Mills theory. These analogies indicates strongly, we
feel, that (higher-) loop variables are suitable to formulate CFT’s in diverse dimensions, it
is therefore an issue we plan on returning to.
Let us finally note that there are many concepts which seem to be related to the type of
theories treated in the present work, but which are not yet very well understood. The re-
sults of [9] have been further developed into a mathematically rigorous formulation of three-
dimensional topological field theory, or rather several closely related formulations. There
is no unique definition, and although the original definition, to the best knowledge of the
author, was given by Atiyah [16] it seems the formulation of Turaev [17] is at present the
most frequently adopted. The rigorous formulations involve quite abstract structures such as
modular tensor categories. Regarding higher dimensional TFT’s it has been suggested that
n-categories, n-cobordisms and operads are relevant. For discussions we refer to [18] and ref-
erences therein. Higher p-form gauge fields with integer periods, present both in the TFT’s
and the chiral CFT’s, are presumably best understood in terms of gerbes [19, 20]. A recent
construction due to Chatterjee and Hitchin [21, 22] has made Abelian gerbes, corresponding
to free theories, accessible. The crucial objects are of course non- Abelian gerbes which
unfortunately so far lack a practical formulation. There are, however, recent attempts [23]
to generalize the construction of [21, 22] to non-Abelian gerbes so perhaps it will soon be
possible to use this in constructing interacting theories. There are also other ways to attack
aspects of interacting theories in six dimensions [3, 13, 24] which are in some sense more
physical, and for that reason perhaps has a greater chance of success.
Acknowledgment: We would like to thank Stephen Hwang for valuable comments.
Notes added: After submission we have learned that the main results are already published
by Maldacena, Moore and Seiberg [25]. Different methods are used to obtain the results,
however, and the present paper may therefore still be of some interest. The results in [25] are
obtained using a covariant approach which certainly makes some aspects more transparent,
but questions regarding gauge invariance are more easily addressed in a canonical formalism.
In the present paper the result is a consequence of demanding gauge invariance (or rather
BRST invariance) of the TFT on a manifold with boundary. It is completely independent of
any form of boundary conditions, in contrast, we believe, to the result of [25].
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